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PLAYSIGHT
EDGE
THE REVOLUTIONARY TECHNOLOGY OF SMART COURTS 
IS CHANGING THE GAME OF TENNIS 
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

At Indian Wells this year, players  
such as Thomas Berdych and 

Martina Hingis tried out PlaySight 
during practice.

Novak Djokovic’s precise training methods have quickly become legendary since 
his transformation into a multiple Grand Slam champion. The world 

No. 1 is known for going above and beyond when it comes to his on and off-court 
regime, and this includes the kind of tennis court he practices on.

“PLAYSIGHT IS REVOLUTIONIZING THE SPORT,” SAYS 
DJOKOVIC, WHO SHARED HIS THOUGHTS ON PLAYSIGHT WHILE 

PRACTICING ON A SMART COURT AT INDIAN WELLS. 
“There is a team of people around me 
who are experts in their own fields, but 
technology has advanced so much today 
that PlaySight is exactly what we need to 
analyze my game and the things I need 
to improve on.” Djokovic trains on a Play-
Sight Smart Court in Bogota, N.J. each 
time he prepares for the U.S. Open. 

Djokovic and his team obtain valuable 
information from a touchscreen video 
kiosk, which sits next to each Smart Court 
and provides instant video replays and 

detailed statistics about every shot played. 
The Smart Courts were developed with 
the same technology used in Air Force 
fighter-plane simulators.

Every stroke a player hits is logged and 
can be replayed. Cameras document ball 
location, speed and trajectory, plus game 
statistics and player movement. The Play-
Sight system even calls the lines.

“The best thing,” says Djokovic, “is 
that you don’t need a person to keep 
track of the technology. It’s smart 

enough to do it by itself.”
Gathering point and stroke data—once 

time-consuming tasks with imperfect 
results—have been revolutionized by Play-
Sight, which provides the most informa-
tion about a player with the least amount 
of effort. Its Smart Courts are game 
changers for players, coaches, academies, 
colleges and clubs. Tennis has been lag-
ging far behind in sports analytics for far 
too long, but the brand’s innovation has 
given the sport a quantum leap.

K I O S K 
Each Smart Court comes with a 
courtside touch-screen video kiosk that 
provides instant  video and statistical 
information. Every stroke is logged and 
can be replayed on command.

S H OT  S P E E D 
Every stroke, ball speed and 
trajectory, game statistic, and 
player movement is documented. 

B A L L  D E T E CT I O N 
The technology calls the lines. And 
whereas Hawk-Eye is the domain of the 
elite levels, Smart Courts are designed to 
be used at the recreational level because, 
at its heart, it’s a great teaching tool.

CA M E R A S  
Smart Court is fitted with six  
high-definition cameras: four high  
atop the corners of the court and one  
in the middle of each side. Everything 
that happens gets recorded.
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“There is no other technology cur-
rently in tennis that is as advanced as 
PlaySight,” said Djokovic after a recent 
Smart Court practice session at Indian 
Wells. Appealing, affordable and easy 
to use, PlaySight makes all players’ 
experiences more fun and challenging 
with on-demand, personal performance 
tracking.

As both a learning and coaching tool, 
PlaySight opens eyes to facets of the 
game never seen before. It’s introduc-
ing tennis to an area the sport has never 
been to before. By embracing this new 
method of training and coaching, tennis 
can become the leading sport in adopt-
ing advanced technology. “I think this is 
only the beginning,” says Djokovic, who 
sees Smart Courts as a fundamental 
game-changer. “We are all excited be-
cause we know what a quality PlaySight 
possesses.”

What is that transformative quality? The 
PlaySight Edge. It gives the player, the 
coach, the academy director, the college 
recruiter and the club owner the advan-
tage to beat the competition.

For more info go to PlaySight.com or 
email info@playsight.com. 

the court
PlaySight also promotes fair play 

by calling lines. Just like Hawk-Eye 
technology on TV, a Smart Court detects 
where the ball lands, settling disputes 
so you can spend less time arguing and 
more time playing. When you’re all done, 
highlight clips of matches are automati-
cally generated so you can share them 
with family and friends, directly or over 
social media.

+ + + + + + + + +

Benefits for 
Coaches 
“That system is damn good!” Who else 
but legendary coach Nick Bollettieri 
would deliver such eloquent praise? 
Bollettieri is right: PlaySight makes 
coaches’ lives easier, and their jobs more 
rewarding.

With PlaySight recording all the data, 

coaches in an academy setting, it can be 
easy for a player to slip by unnoticed or 
coast by, but PlaySight removes this risk. 
Since it’s always recording and gather-
ing data, players can see every statistic 
and practice on their online profile, then 
review their performances with parents 
and coaches to ensure progress is be-
ing made. Academy attendees can also 
compete for a spot on one of PlaySight’s 
leaderboards, and measure their ranking 
against other players in the academy and 
around the world. Parents invest a lot 
of money in their child’s tennis careers, 
and PlaySight Smart Courts will help 
academies deliver more value for that 
investment, building essential trust.

In college tennis, PlaySight is a great 
recruiting and scouting tool. Take Virginia 
Tech, which was the first school to install 
PlaySight on all of its courts. In 2015, 
its men’s team jumped from a national 
ranking in the 40s to inside the Top 15, 
all since Smart Courts became part of 
the team’s preparation.

“It’s a really good learning tool be-
cause today’s generation learns visually,” 
says Hokies men’s coach Jim Thompson, 
who also believes that PlaySight sets his 
school apart in recruiting. The Univer-
sity of Georgia, Cal-Berkeley, Harvard, 
Princeton and Baylor have also installed 
Smart Courts to give students and 
prospective players more ways to engage 
with their games.

PlaySight’s live streaming feature is 
also a boon to college tennis by expand-
ing the exposure of participating schools. 
This year’s NCAA finals were streamed 
live by PlaySight from Baylor University, 
allowing fans from anywhere to tune in. 
Fans and families—especially of interna-
tional students—can watch and interact 
with the teams and feel more connected. 

Last but not least, clubs outfitted with 
PlaySight can offer their members a 
one-of-a-kind tennis experience. Smart 
Courts afford players and members a 
new and exciting way to play, and can 
lay the groundwork for building a larger 
base of repeat customers. Repetitive 
practices and matches can get stale, but 
PlaySight’s interactive feedback makes it 
impossible for players not to get excited 
to play again and again.

CourtSense in Bogota, N.J. became the 
first Smart Club by turning all of its courts 
into Smart Courts, while the Indian Wells 
Tennis Garden and the USTA Billie Jean 
King National Tennis Center in Flushing 
Meadows have added Smart Courts to 
their arsenal. They now have a point of 
differentiation from other tennis clubs—
another part of the PlaySight Edge.

and get the percentage up—it gives you 
the stats that you ask for and the knowl-
edge that you want to have for the next 
matches.”

The value Berdych and Hingis took 
away from PlaySight technology can be 
realized by players of any level. Put-
ting too many forehands in the net? The 
Smart Court kiosk can instantly filter and 
replay forehand strokes in slow motion 
and reveal how high shots are travel-
ing, so you can see exactly what’s wrong 
and quickly fix it. You can also access 
everything online on a desktop or mobile 
device, with the data stored in the cloud 
for anytime access. Past information 
doesn’t have to be used right away. You 
can challenge yourself to improve by 
comparing your current results with past 
performance. 

Such powerful feedback can give any 
player using PlaySight an edge over op-
ponents. Players of all levels can expect 
to accelerate the speed at which they 
improve, without spending more time on 

coaches can focus on their players in-
stead of tracking first-serve percentages. 
A live-streaming feature allows anyone 
to watch practices in real time, or review 
matches afterward, from anywhere with 
an Internet connection. You’ll never 
miss a match or practice again. And 
instant feedback increases your players’ 
awareness by showing them exactly what 
they’re doing, right or wrong. No need to 
repeat yourself to get your point across.

“It’s something that’s so much above 
what already exists in terms of technolo-
gy for tennis,” says Patrick Mouratoglou, 
coach of 20-time Grand Slam champion 
Serena Williams, who also tried out 
PlaySight at Indian Wells. “It’s already 
an unbelievable tool that can be used to 
understand what is happening during the 
matches. It can also be used to prepare 
practices and make sure the exercises 
are done the right way. And it’s a fun way 
to do it.”

Fun is the operative word in Mourato-
glou’s appraisal, for one of PlaySight’s 
biggest benefits is the “gamification” 
of a tennis court. The concept makes 
practice more fun for players and more 
worthwhile for coaches. A crosscourt 
groundstroke drill is usually mundane 
and monotonous, but PlaySight makes 
a game out of it. It conditions players 
to focus on hitting certain zones of the 
court by tracking where every shot lands, 
and the kiosk audibly notifies the players 
when their shots hit the target. It’s objec-
tive training, with biofeedback condition-
ing, is a part of the PlaySight Edge.

Whether your team is competing 
against other opponents or their own 
past performance, gamification helps 
everyone get more out of practice, and 
have more fun. PlaySight technology 
reinforces the fact that every shot is be-
ing recorded—and that the right play will 
be rewarded.

+ + + + + + + + +

Benefits for 
Academies, 
Colleges and Clubs
The PlaySight Edge isn’t just something 
individuals can experience—organiza-
tions can also harness its benefits.

“The technology is very powerful,” 
says former No. 1 Stefan Edberg, who 
has installed Smart Courts at his tennis 
academy in Vaxjo, Sweden. “It’s a great 
tool as a coach or player.”

With many more students than 

Benefits for Players 
Convention says that products should be 
tested by experts before being distribut-
ed to the masses, but the opposite hap-
pened with PlaySight. After widespread 
use with recreational players and top 
juniors, two PlaySight Smart Courts were 
recently installed at the BNP Paribas 
Open in Indian Wells, CA for professional 
practice sessions. The reception was 
universally positive.

“It’s really great,” says world No. 6 
Tomas Berdych, after he tried out the 
system during Indian Wells this year. “I 
think it’s the first time I see something 
like this on the practice court, and you 
can see it right away on the court, after 
and during the practice.”

Martina Hingis, a five-time Grand 
Slam singles champion, lauded the real-
time and insightful statistics that Smart 
Courts provide after also giving it a test 
run at Indian Wells. “Especially on the 
serve, just to adjust some little things 

Novak Djokovic takes advantage of 
PlaySight during Indian Wells, and 

when he’s training for the US  Open 
at CourtSense in Bogoto, NJ.


